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Read Me First
Welcome to the Rüniverse Rules Reference! This book is not meant to be
read cover to cover. Instead, you can quickly learn to play from the QuickStart Rules, which can be found on pages 6–9 of this booklet, or separately
with any Rüniverse Starter Set.
From there, be sure to check out the Core Concepts on page 10, which don’t
�it into the Quick-Start Rules or any of the glossary terms. You should know
all you need to start playing, and then you can look up any concepts you
may have questions about as you play.
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Quick-Start Rules
Card Types
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Mages
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1| Evokable Facets — These are the
icons for the facets the mage can
evoke (play) cards from.
2| Gift Icon — The mage's gift.
3| Title — The card's unique identi�ier.
4| Effects — In the Core set, each
mage has a description of its gift ability.
5| Facet — An icon representing which
facet (faction, color) the mage is from.
6| Focus — The mage's favorite trait.
May be referenced by other effects.
7| Bottom text — Illustrator, copyright
info, card set & number, facet, and
card type.

Play Area
1| Main Deck — Begins with 30
cards: 12 mages & 18 creatures,
spells, & relics.
2| Dream Deck — Begins with
10 or more nonmage cards.
3| Discard Pile — A stack for
dispelled and otherwise
discarded cards.
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4| Locations — Each player has three locations,
which can contain a rift, a mage, and any number
of that mage's creatures, spells, and relics.
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-ˌvərs), you’ll recruit powerful mages to protect
en. They’ll summon creatures, cast spells, and wield
endeavor, all while attacking the opponent’s mages,
otect rifts of their own.
Creatures, Spells,
& Relics
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1| Level — The power cost as well as
attack & health for creatures.
2| Frame — Relics have a bar along the
left; spells have a burst around the art.
3| Title — The card's unique identi�ier.
4| Effects — The card's special text and
�lavor text (in italics).
5| Facet — An icon representing which
facet (faction, color) the card is from.
6| Traits — Thematic features of the
card. May be referenced by other effects.
7| Bottom text — Illustrator, copyright
info, card set & number, facet, card type,
and rarity (rarer = more rarity pips).
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5| Rift — A rift opens each turn until all three have opened. Each starts with
two face-down cards (bonds). When the mage takes damage, draw one of the
cards from that rift, and when all six bonds are gone, you lose the game.
6| Mage — Each mage protects a rift and can 4
generate power to evoke cards from hand or
through dreaming.
7
7| Other Cards — Creatures and relics join a
mage at their location after being evoked. Spells
are discarded unless otherwise indicated.
8| Dream Counter — Tracks whether the mage
has used their once-per-game dream delve.
7
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Mage Phase

Gameplay
Setup

Each player chooses a different one of
the eight facets. Separate the decks into mostly cards of
the main facet and some cards of the adjacent facets
(Ruby and Thyst are adjacent). Each player collects the 10
cards with their facet's dream deck icon. (Set aside the 10
token cards.)

Ruby Trine Orth Sphene Emry Quam

Saff

Thyst

Most of the gameplay will ta
phases. Use the mage to evok
creatures attack, and use the
their cards.

You can have a mage phase
each of your turns, and you
order, but you may not swit
all your actions with each ma

During a mage phase, perfor
actions, in any order. These
long as the costs can be paid

Dream Deck Icons
Randomly determine a �irst player, and shuf�le your
respective main decks (30 cards) and dream decks (10
cards with dream icons).

Make power — Task (rotate
equal to the number of rifts y
2 on turn two, and 3 thereaf
the mage to evoke cards this

Each player draws seven cards from their main deck. If
you have 0, 1, 6, or 7 mages, you may reveal your hand to
shuf�le the hand back and redraw. Repeat as necessary.

Assist — Discard a mage fro
or task one of your other ma
to make extra power—equal
number of rifts you've opene
for your mage.

Designate space for your discard pile and three
locations. Each location needs room for a rift, a mage,
their dream counter, and any number of their cards.

Turn Structure
1| Open a Rift — On each player’s �irst three turns of the
game, they will open a rift. Place two cards from the top
of your deck to one of your locations that hasn't opened.
These cards are called “bonds,” representing your mage’s
connection to the rift. Your opponent will attempt to
break these bonds and win the game.
2| Draw a Card — Draw a card from your main deck. If
it's a mage, you may reveal it and trigger its gift ability.
(Skip this draw on the �irst player's �irst turn.)
3| Play a Mage or Begin a Mage Phase — In any order,
you can play a mage to a location with an open rift and
perform a mage phase for each of your mages (one at a
time). You can only play one mage per turn. The �irst time
you play a mage to each of your locations, give that mage
a face-up dream counter.
4| Untask and Guard — Untask (turn upright) all your
tasked (rotated) cards. For each of your locations, you
may choose one creature or mage (with a bond) to guard.
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Evoke a card — Spend powe
equal to the level of a card in
your hand to have the mage
evoke it. If it's a creature,
place it tasked at the mage’s
location. If it's a relic, place
it untasked at the mage’s loca
If it's a spell, perform its eff
location—or an engaged m
discard it (unless otherwise in

Dream delve — Expend the
it face down) in order to re
dream deck until you’ve eit
(white dots at the bottom-r
three cards, whichever come
those cards this turn. At th
shuf�le any of those unevoked

Perform an ACT ability — D
of the mage's cards, and fo
[square brackets] is a cost th

Make a combat attack —
creatures (see Combat).

ake place during your mage
ke (play) cards, dream, have
e ACT (activated) abilities on

e for each of your mages on
u can perform them in any
tch between mages. Perform
age before going to the next.

rm any or all of the following
actions can be repeated as
d.

e) the mage to make power
you’ve opened (1 on turn one,
fter). Power can be spent by
s turn.

om your hand
ages in play
l to the
ed—

er
n

ation.
fects on cards at that mage's
mage's location—and then
ndicated).

mage's dream counter (turn
eveal the top cards of your
ther revealed 3 rarity pips
right of non-CORE cards) or
es �irst. The mage can evoke
he end of the mage phase,
d cards into the dream deck.

Declare an ACT ability of one
ollow the text. Any text in
hat must be paid.

— Attack with one of your

Combat

Choose one of your untasked
creatures, and choose an enemy
creature, mage, or relic to attack. When attacking a card
at a location with a guard, the guard must be attacked
before anything else. Once a guard is attacked, it's no
longer guarding (even if it's still in play). Attacking is also
subject to the rules of engagement (see below).
Task the attacking creature, and it assigns damage equal
to its level to the attacked card. If that card is a creature,
it also assigns its level in damage to the attacker.
Damage equal to or greater than a creature's level causes
it to be dispelled (moved to the discard pile). Relics
require their level + 3 in damage to be dispelled. Damage
remaining on cards is removed as each turn ends. If a
creature with vim (from card effects) would be dispelled,
one of its vim is discarded instead.
Any amount of damage dealt to an attacked mage causes
one of their bonds to be broken. When a bond is broken,
the owner draws that bond card, and if it's a mage, they
must reveal it and trigger its gift ability. The active player
makes decisions for the gift, if applicable.

When all six of a player’s bonds are broken,
that player loses the game.

Rules of Engagement
During a mage phase, that mage (and their cards) can
“engage” with one enemy mage (and their cards). Decide
which enemy mage to engage the �irst time one of your
cards’ abilities or attacks would require you to do so. For
the rest of the mage phase, you cannot affect any of the
opponent’s other locations.
For example, if you have your mage evoke a spell that tasks
an enemy creature, you will have to choose which enemy
mage to engage at that time, and you’ll choose one of that
mage’s creatures for the spell ability. If you then have one
of your creatures attack, the attack will have to be made
against one of that same mage’s cards.
Think of your mage and all their creatures leaving their
own location to go do battle with an enemy mage at their
location. Because of this, all the “action” has to take place
against one group of foes.

Download the Rules Reference and visit the
Rüniverse YouTube channel for more info!
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Core Concepts
Isolated Locations

Cards at one location do not directly affect cards at any
other location, with two exceptions: an engaged location
(e.g. attacking and affecting enemies; see Engagement)
and cards that speci�ically reference “all other
mages,” “all your other mages,” etc. Creatures
referring to their allies only refer to other
creatures at that same location. In this way,
ONG (ongoing) abilities don’t apply outside their
own location.

No Off-Turn Decisions

When it is not a player’s turn, that player doesn’t
make any decisions. Many effects, such as gifts from
broken bonds, are mandatory and provide
instructions on how they resolve. However, in some
cases, the active player may need to make decisions for the
inactive player’s card effects.

Glossary
0 (zero)

Some cards have level 0. This means they can be evoked
for no power cost. An L0 creature assigns no damage in
attacks, and so they cannot break a bond (as breaking a
bond requires dealing an amount of damage). Similarly,
an L0 creature must be dealt some amount of damage to
dispel it—it’s not dispelled for having 0 damage marked
on it. A relic requires damage equal to its level +3 to be
dispelled, so 3 damage would dispel an L0 relic. If a
card’s level would somehow drop below 0, it’s treated
as L0 except for further calculations to determine the
card’s current level.

ACT (activated)

ACT abilities on a mage’s cards can be used as an action during that mage’s
phase. To perform an ACT ability, declare the ability and follow the text. Any
text in [square brackets] is a cost that must be paid in order to perform the
ability. As with other effects, these abilities can only affect cards at their
own location and/or engaged locations (unless otherwise indicated).

Ability

Abilities are named card effects that help make each card unique. Abilities
can be activated (ACT), ongoing (ONG), or triggered (TRIG). Most ability
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names have no rules bearing, but some abilities, or variations on those
abilities, appear across multiple cards, and the names indicate those
similarities. More common abilities are part of the rules, and the effect text
may be left off certain rare cards. Refer to other cards or to this Rules
Reference for those abilities’ effects.

Actions

During a mage’s phase, there are many actions you can take, in any order.
Each action can be performed any number of times, limited only by your
resources. The actions are to perform an ACT ability, Assist, make a Combat
Attack, Dream Delve, Evoke, and Make Power.

After

See Timing.

Aggressive

An ability. Aggressive is an ONG ability that causes the
creature to deal extra damage while it’s attacking.
Aggressive increases the damage by 1, but a number in
the ability name, such as with Aggressive 2, increases
the damage bonus to the indicated value.

Ally

A card’s ally is another of that mage’s creatures. A card is never its own ally.
Cards are not allies with other mages’ creatures.

Assist

You can give your mage additional
power through “assists.” When you
assist, one of your other mages gives
your current mage power equal to the
number of rifts you’ve opened (as in
Make Power). You can assist in one of
two ways: Discard a mage card from
your hand; or task one of your other
mages in play.
Tip: Assisting is one of the few things that can be
done outside a given mage’s phase. The assisting mage will
not be able to make power on their own turn, as they’re already tasked. A
mage can assist even after they’ve had their own phase, assuming they’re
untasked and available to assist.

Attach

To attach a card, put it next to, on top of, underneath, or otherwise near the
card it’s attached to. Generally, an attached card will apply some effect or
grant an ability. For cards that attach “as vim,” see Vim.
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Attack

Attacking is an event that can be induced by card effects or game rules, and
it results in damage being dealt. The amount of damage dealt is determined
by the effect or game rule. Combat Attacks are a variant on attacking.
Attacks are subject to the Rules of Engagement. If a location has any
guarding cards, no other cards at that location can be attacked. The attacker
can choose an enemy creature, mage, or relic to attack.
Tip: Noncombat attacks are one-sided—that is, the attacked card deals no
damage in return.

Banish

To banish a card, set it aside in the banished zone. Banished cards are not in
play or discarded and are generally no longer part of the game, though some
effects may use banishment as a temporary zone and later return the card
to play or some other zone. Banished is similar to exalted, except that being
banished is considered negative.

Battlemage

An ability. A mage with the Battlemage ability can attack as though it were a
creature with certain traits. The traits and level the mage uses are indicated
by the effect and/or ability name. A battlemage is treated as though it were
a creature at any time it’s attacking or being attacked, so some ongoing
effects may affect it and/or its level at that time. Damage marked on a
battlemage does not clear until the end of the turn, just as with creatures,
but damage doesn’t cause a battlemage’s bond to break unless the mage
would be dispelled. If a battlemage would be dispelled through damage, and
thus its bond is broken, remove all damage from the battlemage. Effects that
would cause a creature to leave play, change controllers, leave their location,
etc. cannot actually affect a mage in those ways.
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Before

See Timing.

Bond

Bonds are face-down cards representing a mage’s
connection to a rift. See Break a Bond, Open a Rift, and
Rift.

Booster Deck

A Booster Deck is a type of booster pack that contains
18 randomized cards designed to be shuf�led together with 12
mages in order to form a 30-card deck alongside a �ixed dream deck.
Booster Decks are used in the Booster Deck Format.
Tip: In the Base set, a Booster Deck pack includes 3 rares, 6 uncommons,
and 9 commons, for a total of 30 rarity pips.

Booster Deck Format

In the Booster Deck format, each player will use a
Booster Deck pack of a particular facet and shuf�le it with
12 Core mages of that same facet to form their 30-card
deck. Each player will use the preconstructed dream
deck of their facet (indicated by the facets’ respective
dream deck icons).

Boundless

An ability. Boundless is an ONG ability that lets a
creature ignore the Rules of Engagement while
attacking. In this way, a boundless creature can
“separate” from its allies in order to attack a card at a different
location than the one that’s selected to be engaged for the mage phase. If a
boundless creature attacks before any other engagement is determined, it
does not initiate engagement. A boundless creature must still respect
guards.

Break a Bond

Bonds are broken through a card effect or game rule,
most commonly through damage to a mage. When a bond
breaks, the owner of the card looks at it, and if it’s a card
with a gift, reveals it and triggers the gift ability. (This is
not optional.) The player then adds the card to their
hand. After resolving any abilities, the player loses the
game if they have no bonds remaining.
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Burrowing

An ability. Burrowing triggers when a card with the
ability is attacked, and it modi�ies the outcome of that
attack in that no damage is dealt by either the attacker
or the attacked card (though other effects may occur).
After the attack (but before “after” attack effects), the
burrowing card becomes tasked and can’t be attacked
further. As long as it remains tasked, it’s considered
“burrowed,” which may be considered by other effects.
Once the card becomes untasked in any way, the
burrow effect ends, and the card can be attacked again.
Tip: Note that if a burrowing card is attacked on its opponent’s turn, the
card will task and remain tasked
throughout its owner’s following turn,
until it untasks during the Untask and
Guard step.

Charge Counter

A charge counter is a type of counter
that serves only for tracking. Charge
counters are generally placed on cards
which then remove them to pay costs.

Combat Attack

You can make a combat attack as an
action during a mage phase. Combat
attacking is a variant on the basic attack
rules (see Rules of Engagement and
Guards). To make a combat attack, choose
one of the current mage’s untasked
creatures, choose an enemy creature, mage,
or relic to attack, and follow these steps:
1) Task the attacking creature.
2) Perform any relevant “before” attack abilities.
3) Reveal secrets and trigger traps, as applicable.
4) Check for any relevant “when” attack abilities.
5) Assign damage and resolve the results (see below).
6) Perform any unresolved relevant “when” attack abilities.
7) Perform any relevant “after” attack abilities.
When assigning damage, the attacker assigns damage equal to its level to
the attacked card, and if the attacked card is a creature, it assigns damage
equal to its level to the attacking creature. Once a guarding card is attacked,
it’s no longer guarding.
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Constructed Format

In the Constructed format, a player’s main deck includes 12 mage cards and
18 non-mage cards. No more than 3 mages with the same gift (Bond, Dispel,
Draw, or facet-speci�ic) can be included. The default Constructed format
allows 40 rarity pips per deck, but players can agree to play with different
pip budgets (e.g. 50-Pip Constructed, etc.). A deck can include no more than
2 copies of the same card; this restriction is shared between the main deck
and the dream deck.
A player’s dream deck includes 10 or more non-mage cards. A dream deck
can include no more than 1 copy of a card, and it cannot include any copies
of a card of which there are 2 in the main deck. (In this way, the combined
deck and dream deck can include no more than 2 copies of the same card,
and no more than 1 of them can be in the dream deck.)
Tip: There are no pip (rarity) restrictions in building your dream deck, but
during gameplay, having more lower rarities will allow the player access to
more cards.

Counter

A counter is any object used to track certain card effects. Each Rü niverse
Starter Set includes L+1 counters, sap counters, charge counters, and �lame
counters, but players can use any object they agree on that does not impede
game clarity. Such objects include dice, glass beads, and coins. Rü niverse
cards should not be used as counters.

Creature

Creature is one of the four card types. Creatures are evoked by mages as
attackers and defenders. Creatures enter play tasked and untask at the end
of each of your turns. During a mage’s phase, their creatures can attack one
by one by tasking that creature, and at the end of your turn, each mage can
assign one guard, which has to be attacked by the opponent before any of
the mage’s other cards can be attacked. Each creature has a level, which
serves three purposes: It’s the
power cost of the creature, it’s
the amount of damage the
creature assigns in combat
attacks, and it’s the amount of
damage required to dispel the
creature.
Tip: Creatures have a
horizontal card frame with an
open art box. On the bottom
left are the creature’s traits.

d6

A standard six-sided die. (The possible results are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6—in equal
probabilities.)
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Damage

Damage is an impairment that is applied to cards, generally due to attacks.
When damage is dealt to a card, it becomes “marked” on that card until the
card leaves play or the turn ends. When damage marked on a creature or
relic is greater than or equal to that card’s level (or in the case of a relic, its
level +3), the card is dispelled. Any amount of damage dealt to an attacked
mage causes one of their bonds to be broken (see Break a Bond). If an
attacking player would be able to break a mage’s bond, they may choose to
dispel one of that mage’s rituals instead.
Tip: If an attacked mage has no bonds remaining, none are
broken; mages are never dispelled.

Deck

A deck is a shuf�led stack of face-down cards. Each player will have a main
deck and a dream deck. Some players may also need a token deck, such as
Wild Summons. Also see Draw a Card.

Defend

A card is defending as long as it’s being attacked. A creature that’s defending
in a combat attack deals damage equal to its level to the attacker.

Deft

An ability. Deft is an ONG ability that causes the creature
to deal its damage �irst while making a combat attack. It
receives no damage if the attacked card is dispelled in
this way. Deft has no effect while defending.

Discard

To discard a card, put it on the top of your discard pile.
If an effect doesn’t distinguish a particular zone or card
to be discarded, it means to discard a card from your
hand. Any time a card is placed in a discard pile, it is
considered to have been discarded. However, effects that check
when a player discards a card only check cards discarded from hand, unless
otherwise speci�ied. If more than one card would be placed simultaneously
into a player’s discard pile, the active player chooses the order.

Discard Pile

Each player’s discard pile is a zone where cards go when dispelled, resolved,
or otherwise discarded. Only cards a player owns may go into that player’s
discard pile. If a card would be placed in a discard pile other than its
owner’s, it’s placed in its owner’s instead. Cards from a player’s main deck
or dream deck may end up in their discard pile. Tokens can be discarded but
are not placed in the discard pile—they’re moved to the relevant pile, deck,
or stack instead. A player may rearrange the cards in their discard pile, but
only during their own turn, and the top card of the discard pile must remain
(until a new card is discarded and placed on the top of the pile).
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Dispel

When a card is dispelled by a card effect or game rule, such as through
damage, that card is moved from play into its owner’s discard pile. Other
effects, such as vim, may replace the movement to the discard pile.

Draw a Card

To draw a card is the second step of a turn. The �irst player skips it on their
�irst turn. Players may also draw cards due to other effects. To draw a card,
put the top card from your main deck into your hand. If it’s the �irst card you
draw on your turn, check the card before adding it to your hand to see if it
has a gift ability. If so, you may reveal the card and trigger its gift ability.
If you need to draw a card for any reason but your deck is empty, “draw”
one of your bonds instead. (If it’s your �irst draw of the turn, check it for a
gift as normal. You do not check for a gift as though the bond had broken.) If
you draw your last bond in this way, you lose the game at the end of the
current turn. (You still have a chance to defeat your opponent with your
�inal card!)

Dream

Some abilities may allow a mage to “dream a
card” or a card with a certain description. In
this case, reveal a number cards from the
top of the dream deck, in the same way
as Dream Delve. Unlike the dream
delve action, select only one of the
revealed cards to make available for
evoking, and the others are shuf�led
back immediately. At the end of the
mage phase, shuf�le any of those
unevoked cards back into the
dream deck.

Dream Counter

When you play a mage, that
mage gains a dream counter,
indicating that the mage’s
once-per-game dream delve
is available. After
the mage dream
delves, �lip their dream
counter to its expended
side. A dream counter can
also be expended through
other effects, removing the
availability of the dream delve action. If a
dream counter becomes refreshed, �lip it back to its original, unexpended
side, thus making the dream delve action available again.
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Dream Deck

Each player has a dream deck that’s used for dreaming
and dream delving, methods by which mages can gain
extra cards throughout the course of the game. Each
player’s deck starts with ten or more cards, according to
the format.

Dream Delve

Each of your three locations has a dream counter, and
you can expend that counter (turn it face down) to
have your mage at that location “dream delve.” In this
way, you will be able to dream delve three times per game (once with each
mage).
To dream delve, reveal the top cards of your dream deck until you’ve either
revealed 3 rarity pips or three cards, whichever comes �irst. The mage can
evoke those cards this turn (assuming their facets align, and spending
power as normal). At the end of the mage phase, shuf�le any of those
unevoked cards back into the dream deck. Cards originating in your dream
deck can still end up in your hand, discard pile, etc.

Drive

An ability. Drive is a TRIG ability that lets the creature act—such as
attacking—on the same turn it joins, whether evoked or otherwise.
Creatures normally join tasked, but the Drive trigger then untasks the
creature.

Effect

An effect is any text on a card that gives instructions to the players on how
that card changes the rules of the game. Most effects on creatures, mages,
and relics take the form of abilities.The effects of a spell are performed
when the spell is evoked. Effects on other card types may modify the rules
of the game. Unless otherwise indicated in the effect text, the effects of a
card only apply while the card is in play.

Emry

The green facet. Emry is the faction of forest terrain
and growth. Emry’s featured traits in the Base set
are Animal, Growth, and Plant.

Engagement

See Rules of Engagement.

Evoke a Card

Spend power equal to the level of a card in your hand to have the mage
evoke it. Note that this does not require you to task the mage. Generating
power and evoking a card are separate actions. When a creature card is
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evoked, place it, tasked, at the mage’s location. When a relic card is evoked,
place it, untasked, at the mage’s location. When a spell card is evoked,
perform its effects and place it in your discard pile (unless otherwise
indicated).
A mage can evoke cards of their own facet or of the two “adjacent” facets.
(e.g. a Ruby mage can evoke Thyst, Ruby, and Trine cards.) These three
facets’ icons are shown at the top of each mage card. A mage cannot evoke
cards of any other facet.
Note that all effects, including spells, at a location are restricted to that
location unless the text speci�ically mentions “all mages” or “all your
mages.” Text that applies to enemy cards follows slightly different rules. See
Rules of Engagement.
Tip: The facets form a “color wheel”: Ruby red, Trine orange, Orth yellow,
Sphene yellow-green, Emry green, Quam turquoise, Saff blue, and Thyst
purple.

Evolve

An ability. When you evoke a creature with such an
ability, you may ignore the ability and evoke it normally.
Alternatively, you may evoke the creature “on top of”
another creature that �its the speci�ication, replacing it.
For example, Flariger can only replace a creature
named Kittle. Cooperative Ylart has Ylart Evolve,
meaning it can replace any creature with Ylart in its
name. Note that these replacements must be made at
the same location (e.g. a Flariger cannot replace
another mage’s Kittle).
The card(s) that end up beneath the Evolve creature become face-up vim for
the replacing creature, granting it extra life and abilities (see Vim).

Exalt

To exalt a card, set it aside in the exalted zone. Exalted cards are not in play
or discarded, but they are generally there to provide additional effects from
that zone without being susceptible to opposing effects.
Exalted is similar to banished, except that being exalted is
considered positive.

Flame Counter

A �lame counter is a type of counter that serves only for
tracking. Flame counters are generally assigned to a
player rather than any particular card. Cards may check
your number of �lame counters to do more damage or
perform additional effects.
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Focus

Each mage has a focus, representing a magical specialization for that
character. Foci have no effect on their own, but various card effects may
refer to a mage’s focus or check the focus of the mage that evoked them.
Each focus also appears as a trait on one or more creatures, spells, and
relics.

Formats

Each format is a set of deck-construction restrictions that serve as a
framework for players to agree on certain card-pool limitations and
limitations for fair gameplay. Players should always agree on which format
they will play before beginning a game, and events such as tournaments and
leagues will be of a particular format. See Booster Deck Format and
Constructed Format for more information.

Gift

Gifts are special abilities that appear on mage cards, and
they trigger at certain points in the game. When you draw
the �irst card on your turn, if it’s a mage card, you may
reveal it and trigger the gift ability. When one of your
bonds is broken, look at it before adding it to your hand;
if it’s a mage, you must trigger the gift ability. The gifts
are Bond, Dispel, Draw, Emry, Orth, Quam, Ruby, Saff,
Sphene, Thyst, and Trine.

Guard

During the �inal step of your turn, Untask and Guard, untask all your tasked
cards and set guards. For each of your locations, you may choose one
creature or mage with at least one bond to guard. A guarding card must be
attacked �irst, before the opponent can attack any other cards at that
location. A card also stops guarding if it becomes tasked. You may use guard
counters or special positioning on the table to indicate your guards—as
long as it’s clear to both players.
Tip: Note that a guarding creature doesn’t need to be dispelled to stop
guarding—any attack is suf�icient. (For example, if a Level 3 creature is
guarding and is attacked by a Level 1 creature, the Level 1 attacker will be
dispelled after taking 3 damage. The Level 3 creature will have only taken 1
damage and remains in play, but it is no longer guarding. The attacking
player can now make further attacks freely, possibly attacking the Level 3
creature for 2 more damage—enough to dispel it—or possibly ignoring the
Level 3 creature and allowing it to survive.)
Tip: A player may guard with a mage when they care more about their
creatures surviving than maintaining their bonds. Indeed, it can be
bene�icial for aggressive players to sacri�ice their bonds, gaining more cards
in hand, in order to protect their precious attackers. Similar to creatures, a
guarding mage need only be attacked once to end its guard. (A mage with no
bonds cannot be selected as a guard.)
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Hand

A player’s hand is the zone where they hold cards that are available to be
evoked. Cards in a player’s hand are kept hidden until evoked, discarded,
etc. “Drawing” a card adds it to the player’s hand. A card can also be
“returned” to a player’s hand, even if that card hasn’t been in the player’s
hand. A card can only be in its owner’s hand—if it would be returned to the
hand of a player who is not its owner, it’s instead returned to its owner’s
hand.

Heal

To heal a card, remove all damage from it. Damage is
normally cleared at the end of each turn, but healing
causes it to clear earlier.

I/Me

Many cards refer to themselves in the �irst person. If a
card says “me” or “I,” it’s referring to itself—that
particular copy of that card. If a card gains an ability of
another card, any �irst-person references therein indicate the
card with the ability rather than the original card.

Join (also Rejoin)

After a creature or relic is evoked, it joins the mage that evoked it. This
means that it enters play at the mage’s location. Cards, especially tokens,
can also join in other ways through effects. Creatures join tasked; relics join
untasked.

L+1 Counter

An L+1 counter is a type of counter that increases
the level of the card it’s on by 1, thus increasing
the amount of damage a creature would deal in
attacks as well as the amount of damage required to
dispel the card. There is no limit to how many L+1
counters can be on a card or how high a card’s level
can become in this way.

Level (L)

A card’s level is a number in the top-left corner of the
card. The level de�ines multiple things: the cost in power
to evoke the card, the amount of damage the card deals
while attacking or being attacked (if it’s a creature) and the amount of
damage required to dispel that card (if it’s a creature; or its level +3 if it’s a
relic). If a card’s level is somehow decreased, also remove that much
damage that’s marked on the card. In this way, a card cannot be dispelled by
a level reduction.
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Location

A location is a portion of the “in play” zone. Each player has three locations,
which can contain a rift (and the bonds therein), a mage, and any number of
that mage's creatures, spells, and relics. Cards at a location are often
referred to as being at “this location” or “this mage’s location.” Cards at a
location are considered to belong to the mage at that location (e.g. “this
mage’s creatures,” “mage with the fewest bonds,” etc.). In addition to
organizing which cards belong to which mage, locations serve to restrict
game actions against opposing cards through the Rules of Engagement.

Lose the Game

After a player’s last bond is broken, that player loses the game (unless it was
replaced by a Bond Gift). Also see Attack, Break a Bond, and Combat Attack.
Alternatively, a player loses the game at the end of the turn during which
they drew their last bond due to having an empty deck. See Draw a Card.

Mage

Mage is one of the four card types. Mages are the primary resource of the
game, as they can task (rotated 90 degrees) to generate power, which can be
spent to evoke creatures, spells, and relics. You can play one mage per turn,
one at each rift, for a maximum of three. Additional mages can be spent
from your hand to “assist,” granting extra power to a mage you have in play.
Each mage also has a “gift,” which triggers when you draw them as your �irst
card on your turn—or when drawn from your face-down
rift cards as you take damage.
Tip: Mages have a curved card frame and feature at the
top the three facet (faction) icons that it can evoke cards
from. On the bottom right is the mage’s trait focus.

Mage Phase

Mage phases are the primary part of a player’s turn,
when all the action takes place. During each of your
turns, each of your mages will have their own mage
phase. You must have a phase for each of your mages on
each of your turns, even if you don’t want to perform any actions.
During a mage phase, you will perform all actions you wish to take at that
mage’s location. You cannot perform some actions for one mage, switch to a
second mage, and then return to the �irst mage (actions such as generating
power, evoking a card, attacking with a creature, etc.). Perform all your
actions with each mage before going to the next.
During a mage’s phase, there are many actions you can take, in any order.
Each action can be performed any number of times, limited only by your
resources. The actions are to perform an ACT ability, Assist, make a Combat
Attack, Dream Delve, Evoke, and Make Power.
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Main Deck

A player’s main deck is the deck with which they start the game and from
which they draw cards. The exact con�iguration and deck-construction rules
of the main deck are de�ined by the format being played. The main deck is
not to be confused with the dream deck. Also see Draw a Card.

Make Power

To make power is one of the actions that can be performed during a mage
phase. Task a mage to make power equal to the number of rifts you’ve
opened (1 on turn one, 2 on turn two, and 3 thereafter). Power can be spent
by the mage to evoke cards this turn.
Tip: Note that even if both bonds on a rift have been broken, and/or no
mage is at the location, an opened rift is still considered to have been
opened.

Me/I

See I/Me.

Mulligan

During setup, when drawing an initial hand of seven cards, if a player has 0,
1, 6, or 7 mages in hand, they may reveal their hand to take a mulligan:
Shuf�le their hand back into their deck and draw a new hand of seven cards.
Repeat as necessary. The �irst player should declare that they’re keeping
their hand or mulliganing before the second player. You may keep a hand
with 0, 1, 6, or 7 mages, but once a player has declared a keep, they cannot
change the decision.

ONG (ongoing)

ONG abilities on cards in play are effects that create continuous
modi�ications to the rules and/or cards for as long as the cards they appear
on are in play (unless otherwise indicated). These abilities only apply to the
card’s own location and/or engaged locations (unless otherwise indicated).
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Open a Rift

To open a rift is the �irst step of the turn. On each player’s �irst three turns of
the game, they will open a rift. Starting on their fourth turn, all three rifts
will have been opened, so this step is skipped.
To open a rift, place two cards from the top of your main deck to one of your
locations that does not yet have an opened rift. These cards are called
bonds, representing your mage’s bond with the rift, from which they draw
power. Your opponent will attempt to break these bonds by attacking the
mage directly for any amount of damage. See Break a Bond and Lose the
Game.
Once a rift has been opened, a mage can be played at that location. See Play
a Mage.

Orth

The yellow facet. Orth is the faction of underground
terrain and patience. Orth’s featured traits in the
Base set are Dedication, Earth, and Fungus.

Pair

Some effects may cause cards to pair with each other. A card can only be
paired with one other card at a time, and if it would pair with another card,
its previous pairing is lost (for both of the pairmates). Pairing has no effect
on its own, but cards with pairing abilities have effects that apply
to the pair.

Pay #

If an effect asks you to pay # (any number),
especially as part of a cost, you need to pay the
indicated amount of power.

Play a Mage

Each turn, during the third step (see Play a Mage or
Begin a Mage Phase), you can play a mage card to a
location with an open rift. You can only play one
mage per turn. The �irst time you play a mage to
each of your locations, give that mage a face-up
dream counter. You’ll want to play a mage on each of
your �irst three turns, as they are your source of power and
the conduit through which you can evoke cards.
If you play a mage to a location that already has a mage, the previous mage
is discarded, and the new mage enters tasked if the previous mage was
already tasked. Effects, cards, dream-counter status, etc. on the previous
mage apply to the new mage. There is rarely a reason to replace a mage, but
you may wish to do so for the mage’s trait focus.
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Play a Mage or Begin a Mage Phase

During the third step of a turn, you may, in any order, play a mage to a
location with an open rift and perform a mage phase for each of your mages
(one at a time). You can only play one mage per turn.

Power

Task (rotate 90 degrees, to show it’s been used for the turn) the mage to
make power equal to the number of rifts you’ve opened. In this way, the
mage will make 1 power on your �irst turn, 2 power on your second turn,
and 3 power on all future turns. (Note that even if both bonds on a rift have
been broken, that rift is still considered to have been opened.) Power can be
spent by the mage to evoke cards; it does not remain past the current mage
phase.

Quam

The turquoise facet. Quam is the faction of cold,
charisma, and mental acuity. Quam’s featured traits
in the Base set are Foresight, Ice, and Verve.

Rarity (and Rarity Pips)

The rarity of a card determines how dif�icult it is to �ind
in booster packs as well as how many pips it takes up from
a deck’s budget in the Constructed Format. A common provides 1 pip; an
uncommon provides 2 pips; and a rare provides 3 pips. Core cards, such as
the Core mages, provide 0 pips.

Relentless

An ability. Relentless is a TRIG ability that untasks a card after the �irst time
it tasks on its controller’s turn. Note that creatures join tasked, but this
doesn’t count as becoming tasked and thus does not trigger Relentless. For
an ability that allows a creature to act on its �irst turn, see Drive. Also note
that Relentless does not heal a creature, so multiple attacks may be
dangerous.

Relic

Relic is one of the four card types. Relics are evoked by
mages and remain in play at that mage’s location, able to
be used by the mage as long as they remain. Relics do not
enter play tasked the way creatures do. Their levels, like
spells, indicate their cost. Relics can be attacked by
opposing creatures, but they deal no damage in return.
The amount of damage needed to dispel a relic is equal
to its level +3.
Tip: Relics have an angular card frame with a vertical
bar along the left edge. On the bottom left are the
relic’s traits.
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Ritual

This ongoing ability allows a card to be evoked for 2 power, face-down, as a
Secret. A mage can evoke a Secret ritual, if that card is at that mage’s
location, for 3 power less than the card’s level, but not on the same turn it
was evoked as a Secret. When a mage is attacked, Secrets at their location
are revealed. If an attacking player would be able to break a mage’s bond,
they may choose to dispel one of that mage’s face-up rituals instead. After
the attack, revealed Secrets that are still in play turn back face down.

Roaming

An ability. Roaming is an ACT ability that allows the card to move, once per
turn, to another of the controller’s mages, thus changing the creature’s
location, allies, etc. Note that if the card moves to a mage whose mage phase
is completed, the card won’t be able to act again; but if the new mage has
not yet had a phase, the roaming card will effectively be around for two
mage phases. However, roaming does not change other features of the card,
such as attachments, counters, marked damage, or tasked status.

Ruby

The red facet. Ruby is the faction of elemental �ire and
aggression. Ruby’s featured traits in the Base set are
Fire, Lizard, and Rage.

Rules of Engagement

During a mage phase, that mage (and their cards) can
“engage” with one enemy mage (and their cards). Decide which enemy
mage to engage the �irst time one of your cards’ effects or attacks would
require you to do so. For the rest of the mage phase, you cannot affect any of
the opponent’s other locations.
For example, if you have your mage evoke a spell that tasks an enemy
creature, you will have to choose which enemy mage to engage at that time,
and you’ll choose one of that mage’s creatures for the spell ability. If you
then have one of your creatures attack, the attack will have to be made
against one of that same mage’s cards.
Tip: Think of your mage and all their creatures leaving their own location to
go do battle with an enemy mage at their location. Because of this, all the
“action” has to take place against one group of foes.

Saff

The blue facet. Saff is the faction of underwater
terrain, psychic powers, and ancient secrets. Saff’s
featured traits in the Base set are Knowledge, Sealife,
and Water.
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Sap Counter

A sap counter is a type of counter that causes a mage to
make less power. Sap counters are generally placed on a
mage, and when that mage makes power, they will make
1 less for each sap counter on them. Then, remove all
those sap counters.
Tip: If a mage has more sap counters than than the
amount of power they would make, they make no
power, and all the sap counters are removed. Sap
counters are not removed unless the mage performs
the make power action.

Secret

Cards with ritual or trap can be evoked for 2 power, face-down, as a Secret.
Secrets are treated as an extra card type, though there are no actual Secret
cards. Rather, Secrets are only Secrets while they are in play and face-down
(or revealed during the resolution of an attack). They are not considered
creatures, relics, or spells while they’re Secrets, and so they’re only affected
by effects that speci�ically reference Secrets.
When a mage is attacked, Secrets at their location are
revealed. When a trap is revealed this way, it must be
evoked by its mage for free. If an attacking player would
be able to break a mage’s bond, they may choose to
dispel one of that mage’s face-up rituals instead. After
the attack, revealed Secrets that are still in play turn
back face down.

Setup

To play Rü niverse, each player will need a 30-card
main deck, a 10-card dream deck, 3 dream counters, and any
tokens required by the cards in the player’s decks.
Once each player has shuf�led their decks (main deck, dream deck, and
relevant token decks), they can agree who goes �irst. If the players don’t
agree, choose randomly. When playing a best-two-of-three match, the player
who lost the previous game chooses whether to go �irst.
Each player draws seven cards from their main deck. If the player has 0, 1, 6,
or 7 mages in hand, they may reveal their hand to take a mulligan: Shuf�le
their hand back into their deck and draw a new hand of seven cards. Repeat
as necessary.
In addition to their two decks—and any tokens, which should be kept to the
side until needed—players should designate space for their discard pile and
three locations. Each location will eventually contain one rift (two facedown cards as bonds), one mage, one dream counter, and any number of
that mage’s creatures, relics, and possibly spells.
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Snowplay Stack

A Snowplay stack is an unshuf�led group of three distinct tokens (one of
each): Snowball (Quam spell), Snowbros (Quam creature), and Snowmaniac
(Quam creature). When an effect requires you to retrieve a card from your
Snowplay stack, you may choose any that is available. While a token is in
play, it is not available in your stack. When a Snowplay token leaves play, it
returns to the stack. Each player may only have one Snowplay stack. The
contents of a player’s Snowplay stack are public information.

Spell

Spell is one of the four card types. Spells are evoked by mages for powerful
one-time effects. Spells also have a level, but it only serves as the cost of the
card. Once a spell has been evoked, and its effects have been performed, it’s
placed in the discard pile (unless otherwise indicated).
Tip: Spells have a burst card frame. On the bottom left are the spell’s traits.

Sphene

The yellow-green facet. Sphene is the faction of
small creatures, wetland terrain, and working in
unison. Sphene’s featured traits in the Base set are
Bug, Unity, and Slime.

Stack

A stack is an unshuf�led collection of cards with de�ined contents. Since
they’re not shuf�led, players may look through stacks freely. See Snowplay
Stack.

Strength

An ability. Strength is an ONG ability that increases the level of the card,
generally offering a discount on the power cost of evoking the card. Strength
grants L+1, but a number in the ability name, such as with Strength 2,
increases the level bonus to the indicated value.
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Survive

A creature is considered to have survived an attack if it’s still in play after
the damage of the attack has been dealt.

Swarming Bug

Swarming Bugs are a type of token created by Sphene
cards. They are Level 1 Sphene creatures with the Bug
trait and the following abilities:
ACT Swarm Up — Attach me as vim to an allied L1
bug, but it doesn't gain my abilities.
ONG Swarm — While I'm vim for an L1 bug
creature, I can combat attack individually as a copy
of that bug.
Since Swarming Bugs are not part of a deck or stack, they
are unlimited and can be represented by other objects as necessary.

Task

To task a card, rotate it 90 degrees clockwise, indicating that it has been
used for the turn. A tasked card is one that is rotated 90 degrees clockwise.
A tasked card cannot be tasked again, such as to pay a cost. Tasking a
creature (during its opponent’s turn) causes it to stop guarding. Also see
Untask.

Thyst

The purple facet. Thyst is the faction of weather and
wild magic. Thyst’s featured traits in the Base set are
Chaos, Creativity, and Storm.
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Timing

Some effects, especially TRIG abilities, can cause more than one thing to
seemingly occur at once. When resolving such situations, keep in mind the
following list. If more than one effect would still occur at once, the active
player decides in order to resolve them. Resolve each action, effect, or
ability fully before beginning another. If a new effect triggers while there are
still unresolved events, add them into the sequence according to the list,
with the active player making necessary ordering decisions.
1. Before event
2. Event
3. When event
4. After event
Before triggers interrupt and precede the triggering
event, but the triggering event must still occur. A player
must be able to pay all costs for an action in order to
perform it and therefore trigger a before effect. If the
effect would result in a player being unable to pay a
cost for an event that would still need to occur, none of
the events can take place.
When triggers generally occur after the event that triggered them, though
some when effects modify the triggering event. In this case, modify the
event according to the effect. Any additional portions of the effect occur
after the event as normal.
After triggers are the �inal step, after all portions of the triggering event and
any other triggered effects occur.

Token

A token is a Rü niverse card that is not included in the main deck or dream
deck, but that can be brought into a game (“created”) through card effects. A
token cannot be in any zone other than in play, and if it would leave play, it’s
returned to its relevant pile, deck or stack instead. Each Rü niverse Starter
Set includes Swarming Bug tokens, a Snowplay stack, and a Wild Summons
deck. Other objects should not be used in place of tokens from decks or
stacks, as each token may have distinct effects, and the contents and
con�igurations of those decks and stacks will change over the course of the
game. Tokens that are not from decks or stacks, such as Swarming Bugs, are
unlimited and can be replaced by other objects—just like counters—as
needed.
Players are responsible to have all tokens needed for their own cards and
cannot use more than one of the same type of deck or stack. In the event
that a player needs to use a token deck or stack due to an effect on a card
they control but do not own, the player must use the owner’s tokens of the
relevant type. (For example, if a Saff player is currently in control of their
opponent’s Snowmaster due to the effect of a Hypno Toad, the Saff player
should use the Quam player’s Snowplay stack.)
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Trait

A trait is a keyword used to describe the natural and/or magical properties
of a creature, relic, or spell. The various card types share
the list of potential traits—for example, there are �ire
creatures, �ire relics, and �ire spells. Traits have no effect
on their own but may be referenced by card effects.
Some traits appear as a focus on one or more mages.

Trap

This ongoing ability allows a card to be evoked for 2
power, face-down, as a Secret. When a mage is
attacked, Secrets at their location are revealed. When a
trap is revealed this way, it must be evoked by its mage
for free (unless otherwise indicated). After the attack,
revealed Secrets that are still in play turn back face down.

Trine

The orange facet. Trine is the faction of mountainous
terrain and durability. Trine’s featured traits in the
Base set are Destruction, Stone, and Tenacity.

TRIG (triggered)

TRIG abilities on a mage’s cards consist of checks and
results. The check is the �irst portion of the ability,
preceded by a comma. When the indicated event occurs in the game, the
result portion of the ability is performed. Any text in [square brackets] is a
cost that must be paid in order to perform the indicated results. TRIG
abilities sometimes have checks that indicate they aren’t limited by the
Rules of Engagement, but their results are still limited as normal.
Checks often use the terms before, when, and after. For
more information, see Timing.

Turn Structure

There are four steps to each turn. First, Open a Rift
(skip this step after your third turn). Second,
Draw a Card (the �irst player skips this on their
�irst turn).
Third, Play a Mage or Begin a Mage Phase. In
any order, you can play a mage card to a
location with an open rift and perform a mage
phase for each of your mages (one at a time).
Fourth and last, Untask and Guard. Untask all
your cards, and for each of your locations, you
may choose one creature or mage (with a bond)
to guard.
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Unity

An ability. Unity is an ONG ability that allows more than
one creature to combat attack together. In such an attack,
the defender will deal its total damage divided as the
attacking player chooses between the attacking
creatures. Both attackers must task, and they attack a
single enemy card. If an effect would apply to an
attacking creature, the active player chooses which
attacker to be affected.

Untask

To untask a card, rotate it to its upright position. Only untasked cards can be
tasked, such as to pay a cost. At the end of each player’s turn, that player
untasks all their cards. Also see task.

Untask and Guard

During the fourth and �inal step of each turn, the active player will untask all
their tasked cards. Then, for each of their locations, they may choose one
creature or mage (with a bond) to guard. Finally, all damage marked on
cards is cleared, and effects that last until the end of the turn end.

Vim

Whenever a card “becomes vim” for another card, place
the vim underneath the card gaining the vim. If a card
with vim is dispelled and would be moved to the discard
pile, instead remove all damage from it and discard one
vim. If it’s your turn, choose which of your vim to discard.
If it’s an opponent’s turn, discard the bottommost vim.
You may rearrange the order of a card’s vim during your
own turn.
Vim comes in two forms: face up or face down. Facedown vim provides no additional effects. Face-up vim
grants its ACT (activated), ONG (ongoing), and TRIG
(triggered) abilities to the card it’s attached to. Unless otherwise speci�ied, if
a card gains face-down vim, it comes from the top of your main deck.

Ward

An ability. Ward is an ONG ability that prevents the card from being
individually chosen for opposing spells and effects. It can still be chosen for
combat attacks that don’t originate from spells or effects, and it can still be
affected by spells and effects that don’t require an individual choice.

When

See Timing.
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Wild Summons Deck

A Wild Summons deck is a shuf�led group of seven distinct tokens: 2× Floral
Dancer (Emry creature), 2× Leafy Fevin (Emry creature), 2× Stump Shaman
(Emry creature), and 1× No Creature (Emry spell). When an effect requires
you to reveal a random card from your Wild Summons deck, shuf�le the
deck and then reveal the top card. The No Creature card is not a creature,
and so revealing this card will often result in the effect doing nothing. While
a token is in play, it is not available in your deck. When a Wild Summons
token leaves play, it returns to the Wild Summons deck and is shuf�led back
in. Each player may only have one Wild Summons deck. The contents (but
not order) of a player’s Wild Summons deck are public information.

Win the Game

A player wins the game when their opponent has lost the game. This occurs
when the player’s last bond is broken, or at the end of the turn during which
they had to draw a card and drew their last bond.

X (variable)

Some cards feature an X in a cost, whether as
the level of the card or in a cost for an
ability. As that power cost is paid—when
evoking the card or paying for the ability—
choose the value of X. For all instances of X on
that card, X becomes the chosen value. (X must be a
positive integer.) In the case of abilities, a new
value for X can be chosen each time the ability is
activated or triggered.
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Turn Structure (page 31)
1. Open a Rift. Page 24 (Skip this after the �irst three turns.)
2. Draw a card. Page 17 (The �irst player skips this step.)
3. Play a Mage or Begin a Mage Phase. Page 25
4. Untask and Guard. Page 32

Mage Phase Actions (page 22)
Perform all your actions with each mage before going to the next. During
a mage’s phase, there are many actions you can take, in any order.
• ACT ability. Page 10

• Dream Delve. Page 18

• Assist. Page 11

• Evoke. Page 18

• Combat Attack. Page 14

• Make Power. Page 23

Combat Attack (page 14)
1. Task the attacking creature. Page 29
2. Perform any relevant “before” attack abilities.
3. Reveal secrets and trigger traps, as applicable. Pages 27, 31
4. Check for any relevant “when” attack abilities.
5. Assign damage and resolve the results (see below). Page 16
6. Perform any unresolved relevant “when” attack abilities.
7. Perform any relevant “after” attack abilities.
When assigning damage, the attacker assigns damage equal to its level to
the attacked card, and if the attacked card is a creature, it assigns damage
equal to its level to the attacking creature. Once a guarding card is
attacked, it’s no longer guarding (page 20).

Destroy all your
opponent’s bonds to win!

